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Economics of Open Source
The open source process of production and innovation seems very 
unlike what most economists expect 

Private firms usually pay their workers, direct and manage their 
efforts, and control the output and intellectual property thus 
created.  

In an open source project, a body of original material is made 
publicly available for others to use, under certain conditions.  

In many cases, anyone who makes use of the material must agree 
to make all enhancements to the original material available under 
these same conditions.  
This rule distinguishes open source production from, say, material 
in the public domain and “shareware.”  
Many of the contributors to open source projects are unpaid!

contributions are made under licenses that often restrict the 
ability of contributors to make money on their own contributions
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The economic importance of OS

The market for server software is dominated by the open source 
Apache project  

As of March 2004, more than two-thirds of servers employed this 
or other open source products, rather than commercial alternatives 
from Microsoft, Sun and other firms.  

The open source operating system called Linux accounts for 23 
percent of the operating systems of all servers 

 moreover, Linux has rapidly outstripped Microsoft’s Windows 
program as the operating system most frequently embedded into 
products ranging from mobile phones to video recording devices. 

PERL and PHP are the dominant scripting languages 

Android is the leader in operating systems for smartphone
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A Brief History of Open Source Software
} The first era (1960s and 1970s) 

} many of the key features of computer operating systems and the 
Internet were developed in academic settings such as Berkeley 
and MIT, as well as in corporate research facilities where 
researchers had a great deal of autonomy, such as Bell Labs and 
Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center.  

} sharing on a highly informal basis by programmers in different 
organizations of the source code for computer operating systems 
and for widely used transmission protocols was commonplace.  

} This informality proved to be problematic in the early 1980s, 
when AT&T began enforcing its (purported) intellectual property 
rights related to the operating system software UNIX, to which 
many academics and corporate researchers at other firms had 
made contributions 
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A Brief History of Open Source Software
} The second era (1980s) 

} efforts to formalize the ground rules behind the cooperative software 
development process emerged 

} The Free Software Foundation introduced a formal licensing 
procedure, called a General Public License, 
} the license aimed to preclude the assertion of copyright or patent 

rights concerning cooperatively developed software. 
} in exchange for being able to modify a software, developers had 

to agree to  
a. make the source code freely available (or at a nominal 

cost) to whomever the program is distributed 
b. insist that others who use the source code agree to do 

likewise 
c. all enhancements to the code had to be licensed on the 

same terms (“copyleft”) 
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A Brief History of Open Source Software
} The third era (1990s) 

} The volume of contributions and diversity of contributors expanded 
sharply, and numerous new open source projects emerged, most 
notably Linux 

} interactions between commercial companies and the open source 
community became commonplace 

} proliferation of alternative approaches to licensing cooperatively 
developed software. 
} “Open Source Definition”: not required that proprietary code 

compiled with the open source software become open source 
software as well 

} challenges 
} ‘forking’ of projects 
} development of products for high-end users (lesser emphasis on 

documentation, support, user interfaces, backward compatibility)
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A Brief History of Open Source Software
} The fourth era (2000s) 

} Open source becomes user-friendly 
} Ubuntu 
} Android 
} OpenOffice / LibreOffice 

} A number of companies began to publish a small parts of their 
source code to claim they were open source, while keeping key 
parts closed 
} free open-source software vs. commercial open-source software
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The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source

} Open Source Contributors 
} Costs 

} opportunity cost of time!
} forgone monetary compensation that could 

otherwise be earned by working for a commercial 
firm or a university.  

} for a programmer with a commercial company, 
university or research lab affiliation, the opportunity 
cost of working on open source software comes from 
not focusing on other tasks.
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The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Open Source Contributors 

} Benefits 
} open source programmers may improve rather than 

reduce their performance in paid work 
} this outcome is particularly relevant for system administrators 

looking for specific solutions for their company 
} open source is more fun than a routine task set by an 

employer 
} open source contributions may lead to future job offers, 

shares in commercial open source-based companies, or 
future access to the venture capital market,  

} ego gratification from peer recognition
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The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Open Source Contributors 

} long-term incentives for working on an open source project 
are stronger under three conditions:  

1) the more visible the performance to the relevant 
audience (peers, labor market and venture capital 
community) 
} To have an “audience,” programmers will want to work on 

software projects that will attract a large number of other 
programmers 

2) the higher the impact of effort on performance 
3) the more informative the performance about talent 
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The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Open Source Contributors 

} compare programmers’ incentives in the open source and 
proprietary settings 
} commercial projects typically offer better current compensation 

than open source projects, because employers are willing to 
offer salaries to software programmers in the expectation that 
they will capture a return from a proprietary project.  

} the impossibility of appropriating one’s contribution to an open 
source project can be offset if the activity brings private benefits 
like the ability to fix bugs and customize the product to one’s 
own ends for the programmer 

} open source code may already be familiar to programmers: 
because it is freely available to all, it can be used in schools 
and universities for learning purposes, thus creating an “alumni 
effect.” 
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The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Open Source Contributors 

} the ability to signal a high level of competence may be stronger in the 
open source mode for three reasons.  

1. in an open source project, outsiders can see the contribution of 
each individual 
2. the open source programmer takes full responsibility for the 
success of a subproject, with little interference from a superior 
3. since many elements of the source code are shared across 
open source projects, more of the knowledge they have 
accumulated can be transferred to new environments, which 
makes programmers more valuable to future employers. 

} These incentives are likely to be stronger and the project more 
successful if there is an effective leader 
} Leaders play a key role in formulating the initial agenda, setting 

goals as the project evolves and resolving disputes that might lead 
to the splintering or outright cessation of the project. 12



The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Commercial Firms 

} commercial companies can benefit if they also offer expertise in some 
proprietary segment of the market that is complementary to the open 
source program. 
} e.g. to provide services and products that are complementary to the 

open source product, but are not supplied efficiently by the open 
source community  

} firms may temporarily encourage their programmers to participate in 
open source projects to learn about the strengths and weaknesses of this 
development approach.  

} for-profit firms may compete directly with open source providers in the 
same market.  

} commercial companies may interface with the open source world 
because it generates good public relations with programmers and 
customers. 

} a commercial company in this situation will want to have extensive 
knowledge about the open source movement 13



The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Commercial Firms 

} When can it be advantageous for a commercial company to release 
proprietary code under an open source license?  
} if the increase in profit in the proprietary complementary segment 

offsets any profit that would have been made in the primary 
segment, had it not been converted to open source.  
} Thus, the temptation to go open source is particularly strong 

when the product is lagging behind the leader and making few 
profits, but the firm sees a possibility that if the released code 
becomes the center of an open source project and is utilized 
more widely, the profitability of the complementary segment will 
increase
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The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Commercial Firms 

} When can it be advantageous for a commercial company to release 
proprietary code under an open source license?  
} can also depend on the evolution of vertical relationships between 

small and large firms in the software industry in commercial 
software environments 
} many small developers are uncomfortable doing business with 

leading software firms. They fear that the commercial platform 
owner has an incentive to introduce substitutes in the 
developers’ segment to force prices down in that segment and 
to raise the demand for licenses to the broad software platform 

} when a large firm makes its platform available on an open 
source basis through (say) a General Public License-style 
license, the small firm need no longer fear being squeezed in 
this way. 
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The Actors’ Strategies in Open Source
} Commercial Firms 

} When can it be advantageous for a commercial company to release 
proprietary code under an open source license?  
} vertical relationships between small and large firms 

} small developers may fear that the commercial platform owner 
has an incentive to introduce substitutes in the developers’ 
segment to raise the demand for licenses to the broad software 
platform 

} when a large firm makes its platform available on an open 
source basis the small firm need no longer fear being squeezed 
in this way. 

} however, leadership by a commercial entity may not internalize 
enough of the objectives of the open source community.  
} a corporation may not be able to make a credible commitment to 

keeping all source code in the public domain and to highlighting 
important contributions adequately. 16



Relative Quality of Open Source Software
} the rate at which bugs are fixed is significantly faster in the 

open source projects 
} the ability of heterogeneous users to customize open source 

software to meet their own particular needs.  
} proprietary software manufacturers cannot anticipate all 

manifestations of consumer demand, and thus cannot offer every 
conceivable variation that consumers might desire 

} workers in commercial firms may collude 
} the large number of potential eyeballs in open source software makes 

collusion difficult to sustain 
} when source code is open and freely visible, programmers 

can readily identify security flaws and other problems 
} incentives of open source programmers lead to poorer 

documentation and user interfaces  
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Open Source Beyond Software
} Many industries involve forms of cooperation between commercial 

entities in the form of for-profit or not-for-profit joint ventures.  
} Others exhibit user-driven innovation or open science cultures. 
} Although some aspects of open source software collaboration could 

easily be duplicated, other aspects would be harder to emulate.  
} it may be impossible to break up large projects into small 

manageable and independent modules 
} the development of individual components requires large-scale 

teamwork and substantial capital costs. 
} in mass-market industries, users are numerous and rather 

unsophisticated, and so deliver little peer recognition and ego 
gratification 

} 3D printing and desktop fabrication can contribute to change this 
!
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